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In this paper we study homoclinic loops of vector fields in 3-dimensional space
when the two principal eigenvalues are real of opposite sign, which we call almost
planar. We are interested to have a theory for higher codimension bifurcations.
Almost planar homoclinic loop bifurcations generically occur in two versions ``non-
twisted'' and ``twisted'' loops. We consider high codimension homoclinic loop bifur-
cations under generic conditions. The generic condition forces the existence of a
2-dimensional topological invariant ring (non necessarily unique), which is a
topological cylinder in the ``non-twisted'' case and a topological Mo bius band in
the ``twisted'' case. If the third eigenvalue is negative (resp. positive) the |-limit set
(resp. :-limit set) of trajectories starting in a neighborhood of the loop is contained
in the invariant ring. The dynamics is then given by fixed points or periodic points
of period 2 of a 1-dimensional map which admits a nice asymptotic expansion,
allowing to treat homoclinic loop bifurcations of arbitrarily high codimension in
the non-twisted case.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
This paper is concerned with homoclinic loop bifurcations through a
saddle point when the two eigenvalues with smallest moduli (the principal
eigenvalues) are real of opposite sign. We also assume additional genericity
conditions which will be specified later. The codimension 1 case occurs in
the absence of resonance, in which case we can linearize the vector field in
the neighborhood of the saddle point. This linearization can be achieved by
means of a C  change of coordinates when we deal with a single vector
field. In the case of a family X= of vector fields it can only be done using
a C N change of coordinates. We are interested here to the higher codimen-
sion cases when the principal eigenvalues satisfy a resonance relation
*1+*2=0, (1.1)
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and the generic assumption that there are no additional resonance rela-
tions. This codimension 2 situation has been studied by Chow, Deng and
Fiedler in [2]. Their treatment of the problem is as follows: they first con-
sider a piecewise linear model in R3 in order to explain the ideas and
develop the intuition. The general case is then treated using Lyapunov-
Schmidt reduction, yielding bifurcation equations which are similar to the
equations obtained in the piecewise linear model. The result of Chow,
Deng and Fiedler [2] in the codimension 2 case is incomplete. Indeed the
authors completely describe the orbits of period 1 (resp. period 1 and 2)
occuring in the bifurcation diagram of the non-twisted (resp. twisted) case.
They conjecture that there are no periodic orbits nor homoclinic loops of
higher period but they cannot prove that there are no such orbits. Later
Kisaka, Kokubu and Oka [12] proved that ther are no homoclinic loops
of period greater than two. We propose here a new approach. The first
main idea is to transform the heuristic arguments of the piecewise linear
model into rigorous arguments. This new approach allows us to consider
generic bifurcations of arbitrary high codimension in families X= of vector
fields depending on a multi-parameter =. The second main idea is to prove
that all the interesting dynamics (periodic orbits and homoclinic loops)
occur on a 2-dimensional ring, under generic hypothesis that the
homoclinic loop is twisted or non-twisted. This allows us to conclude
Theorem 1. There are no periodic solutions nor homoclinic orbits of
period greater than 1 (resp. 2) in the non-twisted (resp. twisted ) case.
As mentioned above our approach consists of two parts. The first part
is purely analytic and consists in explicitely computing a nice asymptotic
expansion for the Poincare return map in the neighborhood of the
homoclinic loop. Such a technique is well known in planar problems. It
was used by Roussarie for the first time in his treatment of the planar
homoclinic loop [18]. Joyal also used it independently [7]. The
asymptotic expansion can be obtained to arbitrarily high order, provided
we shrinken sufficiently the neighborhood of the origin in the parameter
space. The second part is a geometric one. We prove the existence of an
invariant two dimensional ring depending on =, which contains all the peri-
odic solutions and homoclinic loops of the perturbed vector field. To prove
the existence of an invariant ring we choose a section transversal to the
homoclinic loop and prove, for all = sufficiently small, the existence of a
curve invariant under iteration of the Poincare map. This curve is obtained
as a fixed point of a Lipschitz contraction defined on an adequate Banach
space.
To explicitly calculate an asymptotic expansion for the Poincare return
map P in the neighborhood of the homoclinic loop we consider it as the
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composition of a transition map (Dulac map) 2 in the neighborhood of the
saddle point and a regular transition map R along the regular part of
the loop. The Dulac map can be explicitly calculated if we use appropriate
coordinates. Since there are resonances in the system we cannot linearize
the system at the saddle point. If we have a unique resonance relation we
can however bring the system to a normal form in the neighborhood of the
saddle point: the advantage of the normal form is that the variables are
separated in the equations, allowing explicit integration. The problem is
that neither the normal form, nor the change of coordinates need to be
convergent. Also, when we vary the parameters we introduce new resonan-
ces for some values of the parameters. The remedy to that problem is to use
a C N change of coordinates. By means of a C N change of coordinates we
can bring the system to a polynomial normal form in the neighborhood of
the saddle point, for which we have a 2-dimensional invariant manifold
tangent to the principal eigenvalues. All trajectories are strongly attracted
to that manifold. The dynamics on that manifold is given by two equations.
Because these equations are in normal form they uncouple and can be
integrated by quadratures. The solutions are substituted in the remaining
equation. Since this equation is also in normal form it is linear in the
remaining variables. Hence the whole system can be explicitly integrated in
the neighborhood of the saddle point. This yields an asymptotic expansion
for the Dulac map 2 in the neighborhood of the saddle point. The regular
transition R along the regular part of the loop can be expressed as an
invertible C N function satisfying some genericity conditions. We use its
truncated Taylor series. From this we can derive an asymptotic expansion
of the Poincare return map in the neighborhood of the loop. For the C N
change of coordinates, the integer N can be taken arbitrarily large,
provided we shrinken both the neighborhood of the saddle point and the
neighborhood of the parameter value at which the homoclinic loop occurs.
To prove the existence of a 2-dimensional invariant ring A= containing
the homoclinic loop we assume our system satisfies some genericity condi-
tion. Geometrically this condition is equivalent to say that the property
that the homoclinic loop is non-twisted or twisted is structurally stable
[3]. We can always suppose that the remaining eigenvalue has negative
real part. As usual, to look for an invariant ring we look for its intersection
with a section transversal to the homoclinic loop: this intersection is a
curve invariant under iteration of the Poincare return map. For this we
define a Banach space L of ``asymptotically Lipschitz'' functions in a trans-
versal section 71 . We take a closed ball B/L and look for images of
elements of B under the return map. The ball B is not a compact subset of
L, but it is a compact subset of C[0, Y0] with the norm & } &0 . The defini-
tion of the Lipschitz contraction T: B  B requires some care. As before we
decompose the return map as a regular transition R composed with the
3HOMOCLINIC LOOPS
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Dulac map 2 defined in the neighborhood of the saddle point. If the
Banach space L is adequately chosen then the images of graphs of func-
tions in B under R are still graphs of functions in a section 72 . Because
there are translation parameters in R we need shorten or lengthen the
graphs in 72 before taking their images by 2. We finally truncate the
images and then extend them by constant functions to get a map T: B  B.
With all these different truncations and extensions of graphs it would have
been difficult to work with differentiable functions. This explains why we
rather choose to work with continuous functions which are asymptotically
Lipschitz. Another striking aspect of our result is that we obtain a unique
fixed point for the Lipschitz contraction T. There is however geometric
evidence that there may exist several invariant rings. The apparent con-
tradiction can be explained similarly to the theorem of the center manifold
which constructs a non-unique center manifold as the unique fixed point of
a Lipschitz contraction.
We show that the ring A= contains the |-limit set of trajectories starting
in a neighborhood of the loop. In particular the ring must contain all peri-
odic orbits and homoclinic loops. The attracting properties of the ring can
be defined more precisely as follows: we define the notion of ``horizontal
distance'' of an initial condition to the ring A= and we show that this dis-
tance decreases geometrically when we take images under the Poincare
return map. This justifies that we speak of ``almost planar'' homoclinic
loops, since the dynamics has been reduced to two dimensions. The
dynamics is completely determined by the dynamics of the Poincare
return map, which is defined on a section of the ring and is hence one-
dimensional. Under our generic conditions we have exactly two cases,
depending whether the map is order-preserving or not. This corresponds to
a classification of loops in two categories: non-twisted and twisted loops.
There is an essential difference between the two cases. In the first case
periodic orbits necessarily have period one, while in the second one we
may have period 2 orbits, period 2 homoclinic loops and period-doubling
phenomena.
The advantages of the method we introduce here are the following. We
prove the existence of a topological invariant ring. The lack of differen-
tiability of the ring is no problem for us since the only conclusions we are
interested in are qualitative ones, namely that all periodic orbits and
homoclinic loops have period at most two. The dynamics is then reduced
to the study of fixed points and periodic points of period 2 of a non dif-
ferentiable map. This map however admits a nice asymptotic expansion
which allows to draw conclusions on the number of fixed and periodic
points. We can then study bifurcations of arbitrary high codimension.
Our first motivation to study this problem came from the paper [11].
In this paper appears a 2-dimensional global bifurcation diagram of a
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Fig. 1. Part of the two-dimensional bifurcation diagram appearing in [11]. (DHL) (resp.
(DS), (DL) and (TL)) represent curves of figure eight loop (resp. pairs of ``small'' periodic
orbits of multiplicity 2, large symmetric periodic orbits of multiplicity 2 and large periodic
orbits of multiplicity 3.
4-parameter system (Fig. 1). One point of the bifurcation diagram corre-
sponds to a figure eight loop of codimension 2 with two real principal
eigenvalues in a system symmetric with respect to the origin (Fig. 2). These
loops are not twisted. From this point branch two curves of double peri-
odic orbits (i.e. periodic orbits of multiplicity 2) corresponding respectively
to ``small'' and ``large'' periodic orbits. The curve of double large periodic
orbits passes very soon through a cusp point and crosses again the curve
of eight loop (Fig. 1). This can most probably be explained by the fact that
the system is not far from a codimension 3 figure eight loop occuring in the
4-parameter family. Indeed the bifurcation diagram of a codimension 3
figure eight loop in a planar system symmetric with respect to the saddle
point appears in Fig. 14. It is the superposition of two bifurcation diagrams
of the form found in the right side of Fig. 11. The bifurcation diagram of
Fig. 11 is well known: it is the bifurcation diagram of small positive zeros
of a function:
F(x, =))=b0(=)+b1(=) h1(x, =)+b2(=) h2(x, =)+b3(=) h3(x, =), (1.2)
with b0(0)=b1(0)=b2(0)=0, b3(0){0 and such that [1, h1 , h2 , h3] forms
a Tchebychev system ([8] and [9]). The bifurcation diagram of Fig. 14
is the superposition of the bifurcation diagram of small positive zeros of
a function F(x, =), corresponding to pairs of small limit cycles with the
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Fig. 2. Figure eight loop and the transversal sections used to calculate the return map.
bifurcation diagram of small negative zeros of the same funtion F corre-
sponding to large limit cycles surrounding the saddle point. It is clear that
if we cut the bifurcation diagram of Fig. 14 we find sections organized as
in Fig. 1. The following questions are then natural
(1) Do the codimension 3 bifurcations of almost planar homoclinic
loops in R3 have the same bifurcation diagram as the codimension 3 planar
homoclinic loops?
(2) If yes, can we embed the system of [11] in a 3-parameter family
of vector fields exhibiting a codimension 3 homoclinic loop bifurcation and
such that a section of the unfolding would be Fig. 1?
We have a postive answer to the first question. Although we find it interest-
ing we did not address the second question in this paper.
Since periodic orbits necessarily have period one in the non-twisted case
the number of periodic orbits and their bifurcations are given by the num-
ber of fixed points of an order-preserving one-dimensional map and their
bifurcations. This map has an asymptotic expansion. To arbitrary high
order this asymptotic expansion is a linear combination of ``monomials''
which form a Tchebychev system. Tchebychev systems have been exten-
sively studied (for instance [8] and [9]). As soon as some coefficient of the
expansion does not vanish a standard derivation-division algorithm
(already introduced in [18]) yields a bound for the number of fixed points.
We hence can study arbitrarily high codimension loops, as long as we
respect the essential genericity assumptions. Here the study is exactly the
same as the study of the homoclinic loop of a vector field in R2. It explains
why we call the bifurcation ``almost planar''.
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The paper [9] of Joyal even asserts that the bifurcation diagrams are
equivalent to the bifurcation diagrams of the zeros of a 1-dimensional
polynomial. The result is extremely interesting but the proofs of [9] are
very complicated and the authors could not understand all details (the
difficult part in [9] is to establish the C 1-triviality of the bifurcation
diagram of
F(x, ;, :)=;0+;1 h1(x, :)+ } } } +;n hn(x, :)=0
at :=0 in the direction of :). This result of Joyal allows us to establish the
bifurcation diagrams of Sections 4, 5 and 6.
The twisted case is more subtle. We may have periodic orbits of period
2 which can be detected by looking at the second iterate of the Poincare
return map. The difficult point is that we may have translation parameters
in the transition map R. These yield an obstruction to a nice asymptotic
expansion when calculating the second iterate P2 of the Poincare map. So
far we did not find a more elegant way of calculating the bifurcation
diagrams than the one in [2].
We then show the modifications which must be taken into account when
we consider pairs of homoclinic loops through a saddle point in a system
symmetric with respect to the saddle point.
After we completed this research we became aware of two theses, [5]
and [20], which contain results similar to ours as far as the two-
dimensional invariant ring is concerned. The thesis of Homburg contains
an existence theorem for invariant foliations and center manifold in class
C 1+=, but this in done in the non-resonance case *1+*2 {0 and hence
does not cover the case we are studying. The proof uses techniques of
Hirsch, Pugh and Shub [4]. It is not very explicit and refers to [4] to
assert that his foliation converges to Wuu, u, s, without pointing a specific
theorem of [4]. Homburg similarly finds Wss, u, s and his two-dimensional
ring is obtained as Wu, s=Wuu, u, s & W ss, u, s. He then looks to the induced
dynamics in class C 1+= on the invariant ring. The lack of differentiability
here is a serious problem. The thesis of Stanstede [20] however contains
a general result which contains our result on the existence of an invariant
two-dimensional ring. Stanstede deals with a homoclinic loop which
satisfies the same genericity conditions as ours. No non-resonance condi-
tion is mentioned. Stanstede concludes to the existence of a W Chom of class
C k, ;, where k<+. His proof is very long (50 pages in German). Our proof
has the advantage of being short, direct and elementary. Its generalization
to a vector field with a saddle point with only negative non principal eigen-
values is immediate. However the advantages of the techniques of [4] is
that they allow to deal with a vector field with positive non-principal eigen-
values.
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The paper is divided as follows. In Section 2 we calculate the return map.
In Section 3 we prove the existence of the invariant ring A= . In Section 4
(resp. 5) we treat the non-twisted (resp. twisted) case. We derive in par-
ticular the bifurcation diagram of the low codimension cases. In Section 6
we consider a system symmetric with respect to the origin and we discuss
the modifications of the previous analysis for a double homoclinic loop
through a saddle point at the origin. In Section 7 we discuss several direc-
tions for further research. Finally, in the Appendix we give a formula for
a coefficient of the normal form.
2. Calculation of the Return Map
We consider a family X= of vector fields of class C k which has for ==0
a homoclinic loop through a saddle point at the origin. In this section we
calculate the return map in the neighborhood of the homoclinic loop. The
technique we use is standard: the return map can be viewed as the com-
position of the transition map in the neighborhood of the saddle point and
the transition map along the loop far from the saddle point. The latter map
is just a diffeomorphism. We introduce in this 3-dimensional context a
technique which is widely used for planar vector fields and allows simple
proofs in the context of homoclinic loops of planar vector fields [18]. The
technique is to use C N change of coordinates in the neighborhood of the
saddle point. We can by means of a C N change of coordinates bring the
vector field in the neighborhood of the saddle point to a polynomial vector
field in normal form [6]. Similar ideas were developed by Sternberg [21].
In this normal form the variables separate and an exact calculation of the
asymptotic expansion of the transition map is possible. The theorem we use
is the following
2.1. C N Normal Form in the Neighborhood of the Origin
Theorem 2.1. [6] Let v(x, =) be a smooth local family of vector fields
that is a deformation of the germ of a field v(x, 0) whose linearization at the
singular point x=0 has a hyperbolic strongly one-resonant set of eigenvalues.
Then this family is finitely smoothly equivalent to a local family defined by
a differential equation
x* =Xg(u(x), =), X=diag(x1 , ..., xn), (2.1)
where g(u, =) is a vector polynomial of a scalar variable u # R, whose coef-
ficients depend smoothly on =, and u(x) is a resonant monomial. More
precisely, given any natural number N, there is a polynomial gN (u, =) with the
8 ROUSSARIE AND ROUSSEAU
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aforementioned properties such that the family v(x, =) is CN-smoothly equiv-
alent to the local family defined above with g=gN in some (N-dependent)
neighborhood of zero in the parameter space R p.
In our particular case we have a system whose linear part at the origin
has eigenvalues *1(=), *2(=), &+(=) such that 0<*1(0)=&*2(0)<+. We
can always scale *1(=)=1. We make the generic asumption that the system
has no additional resonance, i.e. +(0)  Q. We take coordinates (x, y, z).
The resonant monomial u is given by u=xy. By the previous theorem the
system can be brought through a C N change of coordinates to the system
x* =x \1+ :
K
i=1
aiui+
y* =*2y+y :
K
i=1
biui (2.2)
z* =&+z+z :
K
i=1
ci ui,
where K depends on N. We divide the system by (1+Ki=1 ai u
i) and get a
system:
x* =x
y* =*2y+y :
i1
diui=*2y+yF(u) (2.3)
z* =&+z+z :
i1
ei ui=&+z+zG(u),
where F(u) and G(u) are analytic functions satisfying F(0)=G(0)=0.
We proceed as in the study of the homoclinic loop in [6] and apply the
theorem above a second time to obtain that (2.3) is C N-equivalent to a
polynomial system
x* =x
y* =*2y+y :
K
i=1
diui (2.4)
z* =&+z+z :
K
i=1
ei ui.
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Fig. 3. Sections 71 and 72 used to calculate the return map.
Finally we rewrite the system (2.4) in coordinates (x, u, z):
x* =x
u* =:1 u+ :
K+1
i=2
#iui (2.5)
z* =&+z+z :
K
i=1
;i ui.
with :1=(1+*2).
This system is particularly interesting since the 2-dimensional dynamics
in the variables (x, y) is uncoupled from the variable z.
Eventually after rescaling we can suppose that the form (2.5) is valid in
a ball B(0, \) of radius \2. We consider the transition map 2(x0 , z0)=
( y1 , z1)=(21(x0 , z0), 22(x0 , z0)) from the section 71=[ y=1] to 72=
[x=1] (Fig. 3). Note that 2 is defined only for x0>0 and that the coor-
dinate planes are invariant. The homoclinic loop cuts 71 in a point (0, Z0).
The size of \ has to be taken sufficiently large so that (0, 1, Z0) # B(0, \).
2.2. Calculation of 21
The first equation yields x1=1=x0 et from which t=&log x0 . The solu-
tion of the second equation is obtained as a convergent series
u(t)= :
i1
gi (t) ui0 , (2.6)
10 ROUSSARIE AND ROUSSEAU
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where the gi are solutions of linear first order differential equations as in
[18]:
g* 1=:1g1 , g1(0)=1
g* 2=:1g2+:2 g21 , g2(0)=0
(2.7)
g* 3=:1g3+2:2 g1 g2+:3g31 , g3(0)=0.
b
The gk can be obtained by quadratures. To describe their structure we
introduce the function
0(:1 , t)={
e:1t&1
:1
t
for :1{0
for :1=0.
(2.8)
Then
gk(t)=e:1 tQk(t), (2.9)
where Qk(t) is a polynomial of degree k&1 in 0 without constant terms.
The coefficients of Qk are polynomials in :1 , ..., :k . More precisely
Qk=:k 0+Qk(:1 , ..., :k , 0), (2.10)
where Qk has coefficients in I(:1 , ..., :k&1) & I(:1 , ..., :k)2/Z[:1 , ..., :k],
where I(:1 , ..., :k) is the ideal generated by :1 , ..., :k . This yields
21(x0 , z0)=y1=u(&log x0)= :
i1
gi (&log x0) xi0 . (2.11)
The quantity 0(:1 , &log x0) becomes
|=|(:1 , x0)={
x&:10 &1
:1
&log x0
for :1{0
for :1=0.
(2.12)
The quantities gi (&log x0) are polynomials in | with coefficients in
I(:1 , ..., :k). It can be shown as in [18] that this can be written
y1=x0+ :
K
i=1
:i [xi0 |+ } } } ]x0+K (x0), (2.13)
where the quantities [xi0|+ } } } ]x0 represent finite sums of terms: the
terms represented by the dots are o(xi0|). Later we will discuss more their
properties.
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2.3. Calculation of 22
The solution (2.6) is substituted in the last equation of (2.5), allowing to
find z(t) as the solution of a linear first order differential equation
z(t)=z0 exp \|
t
0 \&++ :
K
i=1
;iu({) i+ d{+ . (2.14)
The integral appearing here can be explicitly computed and gives a finite
sum of terms ui0 0
k, with ki. This comes from the fact that
e:1 t=:10+1=
0
t
. (2.15)
Then the exponential of the integral can be written as a convergent series
with terms given as linear combinations of ui0 0
k, with ki. This yields
z1=z0e + log x0(1+1ki cik x
i
0|
k)=z0x +0 (1+K(x0)), (2.16)
where the coefficients cik are polynomials in the :l and where K(0)=0. For
sufficiently small x0 , there exists L>0 such that
|z1 |<|z0 | eL log x0=|z0 | xL0 . (2.17)
2.4. The Regular Transition Map
We consider the transition map from 71 to 72 along the regular part of
the loop, following the flow with reverse time. This map is necessarily
orientation preserving. It is given by S(x0 , z0)=R&1(x0 , z0). Although 2 is
calculated around the origin it may happen the homoclinic loop in general
occurs at a point (0, Z0) for ==0. We then ask that
S(x0 , z0)=(S1(x0 , z0), S2(x0 , z0))
=\A0+ :i+j>0 Aijx
i
0 W
j
0 , B0+ :
i+j=0
Bijxi0W
j
0+ (2.18)
with W0=z0&Z0 and A0(0)=B(0)=0. We must also have
D= }A10 A01B10 B01 }{0. (2.19)
The genericity condition we are interested in is
B01{0. (2.20)
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Fig. 4. Stable manifold of the saddle point in the non-twisted (resp. twisted) case.
It is important to note that the generic condition (2.20) is intrinsic [3]. It
means that the stable manifold is transversal to the (x, y) plane. This is
equivalent to say that the image of the intersection of the stable manifold
with 71 is not tangent to the (x, y)-plane. The case DB01>0 (resp.
DB01<0) is the non-twisted (resp. twisted) case (Fig. 4).
2.5 Periodic Solutions of Period 1
These are the periodic solutions which wind once around the homoclinic
loop. They are described in the following theorem:
Theorem 2. The periodic solutions of period one are given as the zeros
of a function V(x, =)=V=(x). For any K # N there exists a neighborhood Uk
of the origin in which the function V(x, =) admits an asymptotic expansion
V(x, =)=$0(=)+ :
1i+jK, 0li
$ijl (=) xi+j+|l+8K (x, =) (2.21)
where 8K (x, =) is K-flat in x. Since :1 depends on =, the function | is a
function of (x, =).
Proof. The periodic solutions of period 1 are given as the points (x, z)
(we drop the indices) which satisfy:
2(x, z)=R&1(x, z)=S(x, z). (2.22)
This yields two equations, and we can solve the last equation 22(x, z)=
S2(x, z) around (0, Z0). Letting W=z&Z0 yields the equation:
(W+Z0) x + \1+ :
1ji
cijxi0|
j+=B0+ :i+j>0 Bijx
iW j, (2.23)
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which we solve for W by the implicit function theorem. An asymptotic
expansion can be found for W=W(x) to any order:
W= :
1i+ jK, 0li
dijlxi+ j+|l+9K (x), (2.24)
where 9K (x) is K-flat in x. Up to terms of order x +, where +<K it is given
by
W= :
[ +]
i=1
dixi+O(x +). (2.25)
This solution is substituted in the first equation 21(x, z)=S1(x, z), yielding
V(x, =)=0, with V(x, =)=21(x, z(x))&R1(x, z(x)) given in (2.21). K
Solutions of the equation V=(x)=0 will be studied in Section 4 (non-
twisted case) and Section 5 (twisted case). In the twisted case it is easily
shown that V=(x)=0 has at most one solution for all sufficiently small
values of the parameters.
3. Proof of the Existence of a 2-Dimensional Invariant Ring
The idea is simple, although some details of the proof need some care.
We suppose that the system has a homoclinic loop for ==0. We consider
sections 71 and 72 in the hyperplanes y=1 and x=1 respectively. If there
is an invariant 2-dimensional ring it must intersect the sections along cur-
ves. Hence we consider a functional space L(Y0) of curves in the section
72 . These curves are graphs of functions Z=.( y): [0, Y0]  R. We con-
sider the images of these curves by the return map. These are used to con-
struct a map T on a ball B/L(Y0). Choosing appropriately Y0 there
exists a small neighborhood U=[ |=|<$] of ==0 and a ball B=BY0(\0)
of radius \0 in L(Y0) such that for any = # U the map T maps BY0(\0) into
BY0(\0). The ball is a compact convex of C[0, Y0]. Moreover, for Y0 suf-
ficiently small the map T is a Lipschitz contraction. From this we deduce
the existence of a unique fixed point. All along the proof we work with a
fixed = chosen inside the neighborhood U of ==0. For simplicity reasons,
and because it is not necessary for our conclusions we do not address the
question of the dependence of the fixed point on =.
Remark 3.1. We could probably have worked with a Banach space of
C [+] functions to obtain a C [+] invariant ring. It will be clear during the
proof that the proof in this case would have been more subtle since we
would have needed to extend some graphs in a C [+] way and to have kept
control of their norm in the Banach space.
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Let us now discuss what are the steps of the proof:
(i) The return map P from 72 to 72 is the composition of the
regular transition from 72 to 71 with the Dulac map 2. As before we sup-
pose that we have made a C k change of coordinates in a neighborhood of
the origin so that 2 is the Dulac map of a polynomial vector field in
normal form.
The image of the graph of a function . of L(Y0) under R must be a
graph of a function Z=(x). For this we require some smoothness of ..
On the other hand if we require too much smoothness then we have dif-
ficulties in proving that T maps L(Y0) into L(Y0). The reason is that
some graphs have to be continued outside their natural domain of defini-
tion. It is difficult to do this extension in a smooth way and it is also dif-
ficult to control the norm of the extended graph. We will hence ask an
intermediate condition, namely that the function . is asymptotically
Lipschitz (see definition below).
(ii) An adequate norm must then be defined on L(Y0), making it
into a Banach space.
(iii) We then show that the image of a function . # L(Y0) under the
map R is a graph Z=(x). One of the difficulties in dealing with the map
R is that the unstable manifold does not necessarily return to the stable
manifold for non-vanishing values of the parameters. We determine the
Lipschitz properties of , and we show that the correspondence . [  is
continuous in the topology on C[0, Y0].
(iv) In general we cannot send a graph defined on [0, Y0] on a
graph defined on the same interval. We have problems of extension. This
requires some estimates on the length of . and its successive images under
R and 2 and some extension process of these images. We then have to
make sure that this extension process is not an obstruction to drawing
conclusions on the |-limit set of the system.
(v) The image  of . is either extended or shortened to the graph
of a function  defined on an interval [0, X.]. Since the variables are
separated in 2 it immediately follows that the image . of  under 2 is a
graph of a function of y defined at least in an interval [0, k4Y 20], with
0<k4<1. We extend this graph to a function , defined for y # [0, Y0],
which has same norm as ,. The map T is the correspondence . [ , .
(vi) The radius \0 for the ball B cannot be chosen arbitrarily small.
Indeed, even before perturbation (==0), we need not send the origin to the
origin. Hence the fixed point of the map T which we are looking for does
not tend to the graph of the zero function when =  0. The ball we are
working with has to be sufficiently large to include the fixed point.
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(vii) Y0 and $ are then chosen sufficiently small so that T maps B
into B.
3.1. Preliminary Remarks on the Transition Maps 2 and R
Under no additional resonance we have
2(x, Z)=2=(x, Z)=( y, z) (3.1)
with
y=x+:[x|+ } } } ]+ } } } =x1&:(1+ f (x, =))=xr(1+ f )
(3.2)
z=Zx +(1+g(x, =)),
where
r(=)=1&:1(=)=&
*2(=)
*1(=)
(3.3)
is the hyperbolicity ratio. The functions f and g are functions of type Ik of
Mourtada [16], with k arbitrarily large:
Definition 3.2. Let Ik be the set of functions f : [0, X]_Uk  R with
the following property:
(i) f is C on ]0, X]_Uk
(ii) For each jk, .j (x, =)=x j( jfx j)(x, =) is continuous on
]0, X]_Uk with .j (x, =)  0 for x  0, uniformly in =. (We will say that
 jfx j=o(x&j) uniformly locally at ==0).
The map R=R= has the form ( y, z) [ (x, Z), with
x=C0+C10y+C01z+ } } }
(3.4)
Z=D0+D10y+D01 z+ } } } ,
where C0(0)=0, (xy)(0, 0)=C10{0, but we may have D0(0){0.
We choose 72 and $ in order that there exists a positive A such that for
all = satisfying |=|<$ and for all ( y, z) # 72
}xy }A>0. (3.5)
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Fig. 5. The domain D and its image P(D)
3.2. Choice of the Sections 7j
We choose rectangles 71/7 1 inside the plane y=1 and 72 inside the
plane x=1 such that 2(71)/72 and 71/R(72)/7 1 . We choose 71 of
the form
71=[0, x0]_[&z0 , z0]. (3.6)
The Poincare map P=2 b R will be defined on R&1(71)=D=/72 (Figs. 5
and 6). This must be true for all sufficiently small =.
Note that 71 , 72 , 7 1 are independent of =, while D and P depend on =.
3.3. Statement of the Results
Theorem 1. The periodic points and homoclinic orbits of P= | D= may only
have period 1 (resp. 1 or 2) in the non-twisted (resp. twisted ) case.
Proof. It is a consequence of Corollary 3.4 below. K
Fig. 6. Corresponding domains in 71 and 72 .
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Fig. 7. The construction of J= .
Theorem 3.3. We can choose x0 , z0 and $ sufficiently small so that there
exists an arc J= /72 such that e=(0, 0) # J= and J= is the graph of an
asymptotically Lipschitz function z=.=( y) in the following sense: for all
sufficiently small y there exists a finite Lipschitz constant K( y) for .= | [0, y]
of the order of | y| +r defined by
K( y)= sup
y1{y2 # [0, y]
|.=( y1)&.=( y2)|
| y1&y2 |
. (3.7)
The arc I= J= & D= cuts transversally the sides of D= (see Fig. 7) and is such
that :
I.
P=(I=)/J= , (3.8)
II. If m=( y, z) and P=(m) both belong to D= and if |m|h is the
``horizontal '' distance between m and I= defined by
|m|h=|z&.=( y)|, (3.9)
then
|P=(m)| h< 12 |m|h . (3.10)
Before proving the theorem we will deduce the fundamental corollary.
For all = such that |=|<$ we define the following invariant set
0(P= , D=)=[m # D= | Pn=(m) # D= \n # Z]. (3.11)
In particular all periodic orbits ``close'' to the homoclinic orbit cut D= in
points belonging to 0(P= , D=).
Fundamental Corollary 3.4. 0(P= , D=)/I= .
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Fig. 8. The map P= restricted to I= .
Proof. Let m # 0(P= , D=). For all n>0 we can find mn # D= such that
Pn= (mn)=m. Let
K= sup
p # D=
[ | p| h]< +. (3.12)
Then |mn | h<K and by II of Theorem 3.3,
|m|h=|Pn=(mn)|h<
1
2n
K, (3.13)
yielding that |m|h=0, i.e. m # I= J= & D= . K
Proof of Theorem 1. We are in the non-twisted (resp. twisted) case if P=
preserves (resp. reverses) the orientation (Fig. 8). By the fundamental
corollary the periodic orbits of P= belong to I= . The 1-dimensional map
P= | I= has only periodic orbits of period 1 (resp. 1 or 2) if it preserves (resp.
reverses) the orientation. K
3.4. The Functional Space L(Y0)
Definition 3.5. Let Y0>0 be chosen. The functional space L(Y0) is
the set of functions z=.( y): [0, Y0]  R such that
(i) . is continuous,
(ii) .(0)=0,
(iii) . is asymptotically Lipschitz in the following sense:
(a) \Y # [0, Y0]
K(Y )= sup
y1{y2 # [0, Y]
|.( y1)&.( y2)|
| y1&y2 |
<+. (3.14)
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K(Y) is a Lipschitz constant for . | [0, Y] .
(b) supY # [0, Y0] K(Y )Y
+r&1<+.
We let
&.&L= sup
Y # [0, Y0]
K(Y)
Y +r&1
. (3.15)
Remark 3.6. The space L(Y0) depends on = through +(=)r(=), where
r(=) is defined in (3.3).
Proposition 3.7.
(i) L(Y0) is a Banach space.
(ii) L(Y0)/C[0, Y0] and
&.&0= sup
y # [0, Y0]
|.( y)|Y +r0 &.&L . (3.16)
Proof.
\y # [0, Y0] |.( y)|y +r &.&L . (3.17)
This follows if we apply the definition between 0 and y :
|.( y)&.(0)|yK( y)y +r &.&L . (3.18)
In particular &.&0Y +r0 &.&L and also
|.( y1)&.( y2)|Y +r&10 &.&L | y2&y1 |. (3.19)
Hence the convergence in L(Y0) implies the convergence in C[0, Y0]. If
[.n] is a Cauchy sequence in L(Y0) and .n  . in the & } &0-norm with
. # C[0, Y0], then the inequalities are still valid at the limit, yielding
. # L(Y0). K
Proposition 3.8. The ball
BY0( \0)=[. # L(Y0) | &.&L\0] (3.20)
is a compact convex subset of C[0, Y0].
Proof. By (ii) of Proposition 3.7 BY0( \0) is closed in C[0, Y0], i.e. if
[.n ]n # N is a sequence in BY0( \0), such that .n  . in the & &0 norm, then
. # BY0( \0). Moreover BY0( \0) is equicontinuous in C[0, Y0], since for all
. # BY0( \0)
|.( y1)&.( y2)|\0 Y +r&10 | y2&y1 |. (3.21)
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Fig. 9. The different steps in the construction of T.
By Ascoli's theorem BY0( \0) is a compact subset of C[0, Y0]. Moreover
BY0( \0) is convex (as a closed ball in L(Y0)). K
Remark 3.9. BY0( \0) is not compact in L(Y0). This comes from the
infinite dimension of L(Y0) and the theorem of Riesz.
We will consider the compact set BY0( \0) with the norm & } &0 and we
will construct a Lipschitz contraction T : B  B.
3.5. The Construction of T(.)
The image T(.) of . is obtained through the following steps:
(i) The image of . # C[0, Y0] is the graph of a function
Z=(x): [ ;0(=), X.]  R (see proof in Theorem 3.10 below).
(ii) From : [ ;0(=), X.]  R we construct  : [0, X.]  R by one
of the two procedures:
 If ;0(=)<0 then  = | [0, X.] .
 If ;0(=)>0 then we extend  to a continuous function on
[0, X.] by  (x)=( ;0(=)) for x # [0, ;0(=)].
(iii) We take the image of the graph of  under 2= . It is the graph
of a map Z=,( y), which is at least defined on an interval [0, k4Y 20],
where 0<k4<1 is independent of Y0 but depends on \0 (see subsection 3.7
below).
(iv) We restrict , to [0, k4Y 20] and then extend it in a continuous
way to a function , : [0, Y0]  R by letting  ( y)=,(k4 Y 20).
(v) The definition of T is
T(.)=, . (3.22)
The construction is summarized in Fig. 9.
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3.6. Transition through R
Theorem 3.10. (1) If Y0 and $ are chosen sufficiently small, more
precisely if
(H1) Y0\ A2B\0+
1( +r&1)
, (3.23)
where R( y, z)=(x, Z)=(R1( y, z), R2( y, z)) and
B= sup
( y, Z) # 72 }
R1
Z } , (3.24)
then the image through R of the graph of a map . # BY0( \0) is the graph of
a map Z=(x), where X # [ ;0(=), X.]. We have that [ ;0(=), X.]_[0]/
7 1 and X. depends only on \0 , Y0 and $.
(2) Under the hypothesis (H1), there exists a a constant
C1(Y0 , \0)>0 such that the function Z=(x) is C1(Y0 , \0)-Lipschitz :
|(x)&(x$)|C1(Y0 , \0)|x&x$ | \ # BY0( \0), \x, x$ # [;0(=), X,].
(3.25)
Proof. (1) Let .: [0, Y0]  R. The image of the graph of . is the
parametric curve
y # [0, Y0] [ (R1( y, .( y)), R2( y, .( y)))=(X( y), Z( y)). (3.26)
It is a graph if for all y1<y2 in [0, Y0] we have X( y1){X( y2).
X( y1)&X( y2)=R1( y1 , .( y1))&R1( y2 , .( y2))
=[R1( y1 , .( y1))&R1( y2 , .( y1))]
+[R1( y2 , .( y1))&R1( y2 , .( y2))]
=
R1
y
(!, .( y1))( y1&y2)+
R1
z
( y2 , ')(.( y1)&.( y2)),
(3.27)
for some ! # [0, Y0] and ' such that ( y2 , ') # 72 . This yields
|X( y1)&X( y2)|A | y1&y2 |&B&.&L Y +r&10 | y1&y2 |. (3.28)
Hence
|X( y1)&X( y2)|[A&B\0Y +r&10 ] | y1&y2 |
A
2
| y1&y2 |, (3.29)
if we take Y0 as in (3.23).
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Before proving (2) we must give some estimates on X. . From (3.29) we
deduce that
A
2
Y0|X.&;0 |. (3.30)
Hence
|X. |
A
2
Y0&k2$, (3.31)
where k2=sup|=|$&d;0&>0 is a constant independent of Y0 and \0 .
Under condition (H1) we let
(H2) $<
AY0
4k2
, (3.32)
yielding
|X. |
A
4
Y0 . (3.33)
If we let k3=Inf (A4, 12), then k312 is independent of \0 and Y0 and
such that under the hypotheses (H1) and (H2) we have
|X. |k3Y0 . (3.34)
(2) X( y) is a Lipschitz homeomorphism which can be inverted and
has inverse y(x). Then
Z=(x)=R2( y(x), .( y(x))). (3.35)
We want to show that (x) is a Lipschitz function. Let x1{x2 # [ ;0 , X.]
and yi=y(xi). Then
|(x1)&(x2)|=|R2( y1 , .( y1))&R2( y2 , .( y2))|. (3.36)
Under the condition (H1) we have
|(x1)&(x2)|
|x1&x2 |

|R2( y1 , .( y1))&R2( y2 , .( y2))|
(A2) | y1&y2 |
. (3.37)
On the other hand
R2( y1 , .( y1))&R2( y2 , .( y2))
=[R2( y1 , .( y1))&R2( y2 , .( y1))]
+[R2( y2 , .( y1))&R2( y2 , .( y2))]. (3.38)
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There exists C>0 and D>0 depending only of R and 72 such that
|R2( y1 , .( y1))&R2( y2 , .( y1))|C | y1&y2 | (3.39)
and
|R2( y2 , .( y1))&R2( y2 , .( y2))|D &.&L Y +r&10 | y2&y1 |. (3.40)
The assertion (2) follows with
C1(Y0 , \0)=
2
A
(C+D\0Y +r&10 ). K (3.41)
Proposition 3.11. The properties (1) and (2) of Theorem 3.10 are still
valid for the map  .
Proof. It is obvious by construction that  is a function of x. Moreover,
by construction,
L( ) {=L()C1(Y0 , \0) if ;00L()C1(Y0 , \0) if ;0<0. (3.42)
where L( ) and L() are the Lipschitz constants of  and  on their
respective domains [0, X.] and [;0 , X.].
3.7. Properties of the Construction  [ ,.
The correspondence y=xr(1+ f (x, =)) can be inverted to
x=x( y)=y1r(1+F( y, =)), (3.43)
where F( y, =) is also a function of type Ik . On the other hand we have that
Z=,( y)= (x) x +(1+g(x, =)), (3.44)
where x( y) is given in (3.43). This yields
Z=,( y)= (x( y))(1+G( y, =))y +r, (3.45)
where the function G is also of type Ik , with k arbitrarily large.
Notation 3.12. Let us denote
!( y)=(1+G( y, =))y +r. (3.46)
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Domain of Definition of ,. The Dulac map is 2(x, Z)=( y, z)=(21(x),
22(x, Z)). The map , is defined on 21([0, X.]). Since r(0)=1 we can
choose $>0 sufficiently small so that
(H3) r(=)2. (3.47)
By (3.2) there exists a constant M>0 such that
|21(X.)|M |X. | 2. (3.48)
(3.34) yields
| y(X.)|Mk23Y
2
0=k4Y
2
0, (3.49)
where k4=Mk23 is independent of Y0 and \0 . Hence , is defined at least on
the interval [0, k4Y 20], under the conditions (H1), (H2) and (H3).
Moreover we can take Y0 sufficiently small so that
(H4) k4 Y0<1. (3.50)
This implies in particular k4Y 20<Y0 .
Proposition 3.13. The map , belongs to L(k4Y 20) with Lipschitz
constant
C8=C5+C7(Y0 , \0) Y 1&|1r&1|0 , (3.51)
where C5 and C7(Y0 , \0) will be introduced in the proof.
Proof. Let \0 , Y0 and $ satisfy (H1)(H4). Let . # BY0(\0), Y # [0, k4Y
2
0]
and arbitrary y1 , y2 such that 0y1<y2Yk4 Y 20. Then
|,( y1)&,( y2)|
=|[ (x( y1))& (x( y2))] !( y1)+ (x( y2))[!( y1)&!( y2)]|. (3.52)
We suppose Y0 and $ sufficiently small to that
(H5)
d!
dy
Z on [0, Y0]. (3.53)
This yields that there exists a positive constant C3 such that
|!( y1)&!( y2)|C3Y +r&1 | y1&y2 |. (3.54)
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On the other hand, since the graph of  is included in 7 1 there exists a
constant C4>0 independent of \0 , Y0 and $ such that
& &0= sup
x # [0, X.]
| (x)|C4 . (3.55)
Hence, if we let C5=C3C4 we have
| (x( y2))(!( y1)&!( y2))|C5 | y1&y2 | Y +r&1. (3.56)
To obtain an upper bound for the first part of the right hand side of (3.52)
we use the second part of Theorem 3.10 and Proposition 3.11, which yields
| (x( y1))& (x( y2))|C1(Y0 , \0) |x( y1)&x( y2)|. (3.57)
Using the mean value theorem for x( y), noting that y1r&1y&|1r&1| and
using that y&|1r&1| is a decreasing function we get that there exists C6>0
(independant of Y0 , \0 and $) such that
|x( y1)&x( y2)|C6 y&|1r&1|1 | y2&y1 |. (3.58)
This yields
|( (x( y1))&( (x( y2))) !( y1)|
C6C1(Y0 , \0) y +r&|1r&1|1 |1+G( y1)| | y2&y1 |. (3.59)
We suppose that Y0 and $ are sufficiently small so that the function
H( y) defined below increases on [0, Y0]:
(H6) H( y)=y +r&|1r&1|(1+G( y, =))Z on [0, Y0]. (3.60)
Hence
|( (x( y1))&( (x(y2))) !( y1)|
C7(Y0 , \0) Y1&|1r&1|0 Y
+r&1| y2&y1 | (3.61)
where
C7(Y0 , \0)=C6 C1(Y0 , \0) sup( |1+G | ) (3.62)
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depends continuously on Y0 and \0 , since from (3.41) we see that
C1(Y0 , \0) is continuous. This finally yields for (3.52)
|,( y1)&,( y2)|
[C5+C7(Y0 , \0) Y 1&|1r&1|0 ] Y
+r&1 | y2&y1 |, (3.63)
i.e. for , # L(k4Y 20) we have
&,&LC8=C5+C7(Y0 , \0) Y1&|1r&1|0 . K (3.64)
Choice of \0 and Y0 . (i) We want , # Bk4Y20( \0). It hence suffices to take
C8=C5+C7(Y0 , \0) Y 1&|1r&1|0 \0 . (3.65)
We then choose
(H7) \0=3C5 . (3.66)
(ii) For fixed \0 we choose Y0 such that
(H8) C7(Y0 , \0) Y 1&|1r&1|0 C5 , (3.67)
when |=|$. We then have
C8=C5+C7(Y0 , \0) Y1&|1r&1|0 2C5\0=3C5 . (3.68)
3.8. The Correspondence , [ ,
, is obtained from , # Bk4Y20( \0) by extending , in a continuous way to
the interval [0, Y0]. Indeed we let , ( y)=,(k4Y 20) for y # [k4Y
2
0 , Y0]. This
obviously yields
&,&L=&, &L , (3.69)
where the norms & } &L are in L(k4Y 20) and L(Y0) respectively, i.e.
&, &L\0 . (3.70)
We have shown the following theorem
Theorem 3.14. Under conditions (H1)(H8) the set BY0(\0) is invariant
under T.
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3.9. T is a Lipschitz Contraction
Theorem 3.15. There exists a constant N>0 such that for
(H9) NY +(=)r(=)0 <1, (3.71)
the map T: BY0( \0)  BY0( \0) is a Lipschitz contraction, where BY0( \0) is
considered as a compact space with the norm &.&=supy # [0, Y0] |.( y)|.
Condition (H9) is satisfied for Y0 and $ chosen sufficiently small.
Proof. Let .1 , .2 # BY0( \0). Since their image by T are built in several
steps we must follow the action of the different steps.
(i) Passage of R. Let i (x) be the image of .i under R. The function
i is defined on the interval [0, X.i]. Let us suppose that X.1X.2 . We
will compare 1(x) and 2(x) on [0, X.1]. Let
m1( y)=R( y, .1( y))=(x1( y), 1(x1( y)))
m2( y)=R( y, .2( y))=(x2( y), 2(x2(y))) (3.72)
m3( y)=(x1( y), 2(x1( y))).
We simply note xi for xi ( y). Since &dR( p)&M1 for all p # 72 we have
&m1( y)&m2( y)&M1 |.1( y)&.2( y)|. (3.73)
Using the triangular inequality we have
&m1&m3 &&m1&m2&+&m2&m3&. (3.74)
We have an upper bound for &m1&m2 & by (3.73). To find an upper bound
for &m2&m3 & we first note that
|x1&x2 |&m1&m2&. (3.75)
As 2(x) is C1=C1(Y0 , \0)-Lipschitz we have
|2(x1)&2(x2)|C1 |x1&x2 |. (3.76)
Using again the triangular inequality we get
&m2&m3 &|2(x1)&2(x2)|+|x1&x2 |
(C1+1) |x1&x2 |
M1(1+C1) |.1( y)&.2( y)|. (3.77)
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Finally, substituting (3.73) and (3.77) in (3.74) we end up with:
|1(x1( y))&2(x1( y))|M1(C1+2)| .1( y)&.2( y)|. (3.78)
The map y [ x1( y) is a homeomorphism from [0, Y0] to [;0 , X.1] which
is the domain of definition of .1 , yielding
&1&2&0= sup
x1 # [;0 , X.1]
|1(x1)&2(x1)|
M1(C1+2) &.1&.2&0 . (3.79)
We now have two possibilities. If ;0(=)0, then & 1& 2&0&1&2 &0 .
If ;0(=)>0 we have & 1& 2&0=&1&2 &0 . In all cases we get
& 1& 2 &0= sup
x # [0, X.1]
| 1(x)& 2(x)|
M1(C1+2) &.1&.2&0 . (3.80)
(ii) Passage of 2. Let ,i be the image of  i under 2. Then
,i ( y)= i (xi ( y))[1+G( y, =)] y +r. (3.81)
Let k=supy # [0, Y0], |=| $ [1+G( y, =)]. The functions ,i are defined on the
intervals [0, 21(X.i)]. These intervals both contain [0, k4Y
2
0]. Hence for
y # [0, k4 Y 20] we have
|,1( y)&,2( y)|k & 1& 2 &0 Y +r0 , (3.82)
for all y # [0, Y0]. This yields
&,1&,2 &0kM1(C1+2)Y +r0 &.1&.2&0 . (3.83)
The functions , i are obtained by extending the ,i | [0, k4Y20] by a constant
value, yielding
&, 1&, 2 &0= sup
y # [0, k4Y
2
0]
|,1( y)&,2( y)|
M1(C1+2) kY +r0 &.1&.2&0
NY +(=)r(=)0 &.1&.2&0 , (3.84)
where N=kM1(C1+2). K
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3.10 End of the Proof of Part I of Theorem 3.3.
We treat here the non-twisted case. The twisted case can be obtained
similarly by composition with an involution of R.
We now consider Y0 and \0 fixed, but we consider the dependence of T
and of the Poincare map P on = as long as |=|<$. P= is considered on its
maximum domain of definition which includes at least D= R&1= (71). Let
.= # BY0( \0) be the fixed point of T= . Let 1 =/1= the restriction of the
graph 1= of .= : [0, Y0]  R to the interval [0, k4 Y 20].
We now suppose that the diameter of 71 and $ are sufficiently small so
that either 1 = or P&1= (1 =) separates D= into two connected components.
The first case occurs when ;0(=)0 and the second when ;0(=)>0 (bottom
part of Fig. 10). The image of D= is given in the upper part of Fig. 10.
We can now choose (I= , J=):
 when ;0(=)0 we take
I= 1 = & D= and J= 1= , (3.85)
and we have that P= is defined on 1 = ;
 when ;0(=)>0 we take
I= P&1= (1 =) & D= and J= P
&1
= (1=). (3.86)
In that case we have that P= is defined on P&1= (1 =) but not on 1 = .
Fig. 10. The upper part represents D= and P(D=) is the different cases ;0(=)<0, ;0(=)=0
and ;0(=)>0. The lower part represents 1 = and P&1= (1 =) in each case ;0(=)<0, ;0(=)=0 and
;0(=)>0.
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The assertion I of Theorem 3.3 is satisfied with this choice of (I= , J=).
Indeed
 when ;0(=)0 then T= |1 =#P= |1 = . Since T=(1 =)/J= we end up with
P=(I=)/J= .
 when ;0(=)>0, since P&1= commutes with P= , since P= | 1 =#T= | 1 =
and since P=(1 =)/1= we have
P=(I=)=P=[P&1= (1 =)]=P
&1
= [P=(1 =)]/P
&1
= (1=)=J= . K (3.87)
Remark. 3.16. The choice of (I= , J=) is not continuous on [;0(=)=0].
We could make it continuous by changing the choice in the neighborhood
of [;0(=)=0] but this is not necessary for the proof.
3.11. Proof of Part II of Theorem 3.3
In R2 (with coordinates ( y, z) or (x, Z)) we introduce the distance
dist(m, K) of a point m=(m1 , m2) # R2 to a nonempty compact set K/R.
This distance is calculated using the usual euclidian norm &m&=
- m21+m22 :
dist(m, K )= Inf
p # K
[&m&p&]. (3.88)
We also introduce the ``horizontal distance'' of two points with the same
y coordinate. If m1=( y, z1) and m2=( y, z2) then the horizontal distance
|m1&m2 |h of m1 and m2 is defined as
|m1&m2 |h=|z1&z2 |. (3.89)
Similarly for points m1=(x, Z1) and m2=(x, Z2) then the horizontal
distance |m1&m2 |h of m1 and m2 is defined as
|m1&m2 |h=|Z1&Z2 | . (3.90)
Lemma 3.17. Let J be the graph of a Lipschitz real-valued function
z=.( y) defined on [:, ;], with Lipschitz constant &.& (i.e. |.( y1)&.( y2)|
&.& | y1&y2 | ). If m=( y, z) and |m|h is its horizontal distance to the
graph J, i.e. |m|h=|z&.( y)|, then we have
|m|hdist(m, J)cos(arctg &.&) |m|h . (3.91)
Proof. The first inequality is trivial since there exists m$ # J with
dist(m, m$)=|m|h .
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To prove the second one we first note that J is entirely located inside the
sector symmetric with respect to a horizontal line, with center in m$ and
with angle % with tg %=&.&. The distance from m to the boundary of the
sector is |m|h cos %dist(m, J), yielding
dist(m, J )|m|h cos %=|m| h cos(arctg &.&). K (3.92)
Lemma 3.18. Let R : 72  7 1 be a C 1-diffeomorphism defined on a com-
pact 72 . Let M1=supm # 72 &dR(m)& and M2=supp # R(72) &dR
&1( p)&. Then
for all m # 72 and for all compact K/72 we have
1
M2
dist(m, K)dist(R(m), R(K))M1 dist(m, K). (3.93)
Proof. The proof is a straightforward application of the mean value
theorem. K
End of the proof of point II of Theorem 3.3. We choose 71=[0, x0]_
[&Z0 , Z0] with x0 sufficiently small so that either 1 = or P&1= (1 =) extends
on both sides of D= (as in the proof of Part I). We want to prove that
|P=(m)| h< 12 |m|h \m # D= . (3.94)
From Lemma 3.17 we know that in 72 we have
|m|hdist(m, J), (3.95)
and from Lemma 3.18 that
dist(m, J )
1
M1
dist(R(m), R(J )). (3.96)
We apply again Lemma 3.17 to R(J) which is the graph of a Lipschitz
function (x) with Lipschitz constant C1(Y0 , \0) (Y0 and \0 are fixed).
Then the horizontal distance of R(m) to R(J ) given by |R(m)|h satisfies
dist(R(m), R(J ))cos(arctg(C1(Y0 , \0))) |R(m)|h . (3.97)
2 sends horizontal lines in 71 to horizontal lines in 72 . There exists a
constant K2>0 such that if Z1{Z2 then 2(x, Zi)=( y(x), zi) with
|z1&z2 |K2x +(=)0 . It follows that
|P=(m)| h=|2(R(m))|hK2 x +(=)0 |R(m)|h. (3.98)
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Finally, from (3.95)(3.98) we get
|P=(m)| h
M1K2x +(=)0
cos(arctg(C1(Y0 , \0)))
|m|h. (3.99)
This gives a condition on x0 namely we must take it sufficiently small so
that
M1K2 x +(=)0
cos(arctg(C1(Y0 , \0)))

1
2
. K (3.100)
4. The Non-twisted Case
4.1. The Finiteness of the Number of Periodic Solutions
Definition 4.1. (1) We define the following total order on the
``monomials'' [1, xi+ j+|l | j0, 1i+jK, 0li, and l1 if j=0] in
the following way
xi+j+|lOxi $+ j $+|l $  {i+j+<i $+j $+ ori+j+=i $+j $+ and l>l $. (4.1)
(2) If the ordered coefficients of the function V=(x) in (2.21) are
called '0 , '1 , ... and if 'k (0) is the first nonzero 'i (0) then we say that the
homoclinic loop bifurcation has order k.
Theorem 4.2. (1) The family of functions [1, xi+j+|l | j0,
1i+jK, 0li, and l1 if j=0] forms a Tchebychev system.
(2) If the system X= has a homoclinic loop 10 of order k for ==0, then
for any sufficiently small neighborhood W of 10 and for any sufficiently
small = the system X= has at most k periodic orbits or homoclinic loop in W.
(3) Moreover if k2[ +]+1 then for any 0ik there exists a per-
turbation of X0 which has exactly i periodic solutions inside W.
Before proving the theorem we need recall briefly the properties of the
function | and of the derivatives of monomials xi+j+|l. They behave very
well with respect to differentiation. These properties are developped in several
places in the literature, among which we mention [16], [17] and [18].
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Properties of the Monomials xi+j+|l. (i) We first introduce the nota-
tion [1+ } } } ]x , with
[1+ } } } ]x=1+ :
n
j=1
fj , (4.2)
where fj are monomials of the above form such that 1O fj . More generally
if f is a monomial of the above form then
[f+ } } } ]x=f + :
n
j=1
fj , (4.3)
where f O fj .
(ii) Everywhere in the sequel, * denotes a nonvanishing constant
(which may be a differentiable function in =.
(iii)
d|
dx
=x&1&:1=x&1(:1 |+1). (4.4)
(iv) The derivative of a monomial f=x;|l is
df
dx
=Vx;&1|l[1+ } } } ]x , (4.5)
when ;{1.
(v) More generally, if l and i are integers such that lih, then
d h(xi|l )
dxh
={x
i&h&:1 l&1j=0 V|
j
lj=0 V|
j
if i<h
if i=h.
(4.6)
(vi) If h<;
d h(x;|l )
dxh
=Vx;&h|l [1+ } } } ]x . (4.7)
Proof of the Theorem (Proof of (1) and (2)). The proof is a derivation-
division algorithm, which is a generalization of Rolle's theorem. We have
precisely k derivations. Each derivation must kill one term with leading
coefficient 'i , where i<k. In between the derivations we multiply the func-
tion by functions which are positive for x in an interval (0, $) and suf-
ficiently small =. The details of the algorithm are long to write, but we will
focus on the main ideas. All the terms which occur have the form
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f =xi+;r(=) |l (x, =), with [;1=0< } } } <;s] and [;1(0)=0, } } } , ;s(0)]
are incommensurable over Z. Here we simply have ;i=i+ but the argu-
ment is more general. The j-th derivative of the monomial f is given by
d j f
dx j
={
Vxi&j+;r|l[1+ } } } ]x
Vxi&j|l[1+ } } } ]x
Vxi&j (V|l+ } } } +V|+V)
Vxi&j&:1(V|l&1+ } } } +V|+V)
if r>1
if r=1 and j<i
if r=1 and j=i
if r=1 and j>i.
(4.8)
From this it is clear that we do not change the form of the terms with r>1,
in the sense that after several derviations, we can multiply them by an ade-
quate integer power of x and recapture terms of the initial form. It is well
known how to do the derivation division algorithm when s=1, i.e. all
terms have the form xi|l [13].
Here we proceed exactly in the same way. We start by ``killing'' the
group of terms xi|l, except the leading term if it belongs to this group. This
has not changed the ``structure'' of the other terms. We then multiply by
x&;2+N2, where N2 is an appropriate integer, so that all terms f with r=2
satisfy 1O f, except for one constant term. Then all these terms can be
killed exactly as the terms which satisfied r=1. We kill them all, except the
last when the last one is the leading term. We then iterate the process by
multiplying by x ;2&;3+N3, etc. We finally conclude that there exists positive
numbers $ and ' such that after k derivations of V (and in between multi-
plications by non vanishing functions outside the origin) we end up with
a nonvanishing function for x # (0, $) and 0<|=|<'. We conclude that V
has at most k zeros in (0, $).
We now recall with a little more details how to kill all terms of the form
xi|l, 0li. All details are contained in [13]. We first differentiate the
function I1 times, where I1 is the highest value of i. After this, the ``low''
terms (i<I1) yield terms with powers |l, where 0lI1&1. We take care
of the high term at the end. We then multiply by x:1+I1&1. This introduces
new monomials xi|l, 0liI1&1, which we group together. We now
differentiate I1&1 times to kill all the new xi terms. At each step both the
maximal exponents of x and | are lowered by one, so that the process con-
verges. We end up with the terms which come from the initial terms xI|l.
After multiplication by x(1&I) :1 we end up with terms
#II|I+#I, I&1|I&1+#I1|+#I0+ } } } , (4.9)
where the dots represent flat terms in front of the previous ones. We divide
by |I. Let us suppose that #I, K (0){0 and #I, k(0)=0 for k<K. If K=I we
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have a nonvanishing function in the neighborhood of the origin. Otherwise
differentiation by x yields
V#I, I&1
x&:1&1
|2
+ } } } +V#I1
x&:1&1
|I
+ } } } (4.10)
We then multiply by x:1+1|2. If K=I&1 we are finished. Otherwise we
iterate the process by further differentiating and then multiplying again by
x:1+1|2.
Proof of (3). This can be done exactly as for the planar case. See for
instance [6], [7], [8] and [9]. The idea is to start with a system in which
'i (0)=0 for 0i<k and 'k(0){0 and to construct a perturbation with
'j (=) 'j+1(=)<0, j=k&i, ..., k, 'l=0 for l<k&i and such that
|'k&i |<<|'k&i+1 |<< } } } <<|'k |. Coefficients with even indices are global
coefficients and coefficients with odd indices are local coefficients. K
Remarks 4.3. (1) Coefficients 'k with k2[+]+1 and odd order are
``local'' coefficients, i.e. can be calculated from a finite jet of the vector field
in the neighborhood of the saddle point. The Appendix contains the
calculation of '3 . Hence if we start from a homoclinic loop for which
*1+*2=0 and '3{0 we know for sure that the homoclinic loop
necessarily has codimension 2 or 3. To decide precisely whether it is
codimension 2 or 3 we would need to calculate '2 . Coefficients with even
indices are ``global'' coefficients. They may perhaps be calculated using a
Melnikov type integral formula along the loop. Such type of formulas are
difficult to handle in practice.
(2) When k>2[+]+1 a further study is needed to know if a bifur-
cation of order k has codimension k and leads to the appearance of k peri-
odic orbits. For the existence of a small perturbation with exactly k zeros,
we would need to see that all the '-coefficients are governed by inde-
pendent parameters in a generic family. This is precisely the case when
k2[+]+1 where the perturbation is constructed exactly as in the planar
case ([6], [7], [8] and [9]).
4.2. Bifurcation Diagrams of the Low Codimension Cases
(i) Codimension 1: We start with $0(0)=0 and $1(0){0 and the
periodic orbit occurs for $0$1<0.
(ii) Codimension k non-twisted case, with k2[+]+1: the bifurca-
tion diagram is the same as for the planar case, i.e. topologically equivalent
to the bifurcation diagram of the positive zeros of a polynomial [9]. The
codimension 2 and 3 cases appear in Fig. 11 [9]. For the codimension 3
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Fig. 11. Codimension 2 and 3 bifurcation diagrams for a non-twisted homoclinic loop.
(HL) (resp. (DPO) and (TPO)) represent the bifurcations of homoclinic loop (resp. double
periodic orbit and triple periodic orbit). The numbers refer to the number of periodic orbits
in each open region of the parameter space.
case we have two possibilities depending whether +>2 or +<2. When
+>2 we have
V=(x)='0+'1 x|(x)+'2x+'3x2|(x)+o(x2|(x)), (4.11)
with '0(0)='1(0)='2(0)=0 and '3(0){0. The coefficient '3(0) is here a
coefficient which can be calculated algorithmically from the knowledge of
a finite jet of the vector field at the saddle point (see Appendix for the
calculation).
When +<2 we deal with
V=(x)='0+'1 x|(x)+'2x+'3x++o(x+), (4.12)
with '0(0)='1(0)='2(0)=0 and '3(0){0. The coefficient '3(0) depends
of the vector field in a whole neighborhood of the homoclinic loop and
cannot be obtained by algorithmic means.
5. The Twisted Case
This is the case DB01<0.
Proposition 5.1. For all sufficiently small values of = the system has at
most one periodic orbit of period one. The periodic orbit always occurs for
the same sign of the translation parameter.
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Proof. Periodic orbits of period one are given as zeros of V=(x) where
V=(x) is given in (2.21). We group terms in V=(x) in the following way
V=(x)=(x+:1 x|[1+ } } } ]x+ } } } +:kxk|[1+ } } } ]x)
&(;0+;1 x+;2x2+ } } } ). (5.1)
All coefficients :i and ;i depend on =. Moreover ;0(0)=0 and
;1=DB01<0. Then
V$(x)=x&:1&;1+O(x)>0, (5.2)
in a neighborhood of 0, uniformly in =. By Rolle's theorem V=(x) has at
most one small zero, i.e. at most one periodic solution of period 1. The
periodic orbit always occurs for ;0>0. K
Hence higher degeneracies in the twisted case can only be seen at the
level of periodic solutions of period greater than 1. An adequate theory for
dealing with periodic orbits of period 2, similar to the theory of section 4,
is still missing. The problem comes from the fact that we can have a nice
asymptotic expansion for the Poincare map P(x, Z), but not for P2(x, Z).
Indeed P(x, Z)=R b 2(x, Z)=(P1(x, Z), P2(x, Z)), with R( y, z)=(x, Z)
given in (3.4). Then
P(x, Z)=\C0+ :i+j1 Cij \x+ :i1 :1x|[1+ } } } ]x+
i
Z j (x++ } } } ) j,
D0+ :
i+j1
Dij \x+ :i1 :1x|[1+ } } } ]x+
i
Z j (x++ } } } ) j+
=(C0+C10(x+:1x|)+C01Zx++ } } } ,
D0+D10(x+:1x|)+D01 Zx++ } } } )
=(C0+C10x1+:1+C01Zx++ } } } ,
D0+D10x1+:1+D01Zx++ } } } ). (5.3)
We recover here the form used by Chow, Deng and Fiedler in their
heuristic model [2]. Periodic orbits of period 2 correspond to fixed points
of P2(x, Z). The problem to calculate P2(x, Z) is the translation
parameters C0 and D0 . Indeed, when calculating P2(x, Z) we need
calculate |(E(=)+O(x)), where E(0)=0. This function has no nice
asymptotic expansion.
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The Bifurcation Diagram for the Low Codimension Cases
(i) Codimension 1: The periodic orbit always occurs on the side
C0>0 ($0<0) in the function V=(x) of (2.21).
(ii) Codimension 2: The bifurcation diagram appears in Fig. 12 as
described in [2]. In this case we know that we have one periodic orbit of
period 1 for $0<0.
For the sake of completeness we describe briefly the idea underlying the
bifurcation diagram. Our explanation is close to the one given in [2].
Chow, Deng and Fiedler in [2] show that, as far as periodic orbits of
period 1 and 2 are concerned, everything works as if one was dealing with
a 1-dimensional map
Q=(x)=ax1+=1+=2 , (5.4)
with a<0, a{&1 and =1 , =2 small. The case a=&1 would correspond to
a higher codimension bifurcation. We have two cases depending whether
a<&1 or a>&1.
In our case we will rather modelize the whole thing with a 1-dimensional map
Q=(x)=;0+:1x|+;1 x+o(x), (5.5)
with ;0(0)=:1(0)=0 and ;1(0)<&1.
Fig. 12. Codimension 2 bifurcation diagram for a twisted homoclinic loop in the case
;1<&2. (HL) (resp. (HL2), (PD)) represent the bifurcations of homoclinic loop (resp.
homoclinic loop of period 2, period doubling). The couples (i1 , i2) represent the number of
periodic orbits in each open region: i1 (resp. i2) is the number of periodic orbits of period 1
(resp. period 2). In each region we draw the graphs of Q(x) (bold curve) and Q&1(x).
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This is theoretically justified by the following argument: we have
calculated the map 2(x, z). The return map is P(x, z)=R b 2(x, z)=
(P1(x, z), P2(x, z)). We must look at the restriction of the return map to
the invariant ring which is given by an equation z=(x) and the function
(x) is asymptotically Lipschitz in the sense of Section 3. It is hence
enough to look at the map Q(x)=P1(x, (x)). Because of the Lipschitz
property of (x) the map Q(x) has an asymptotic expansion ``equivalent''
to (5.5). It would be exactly (5.5) if we had proven that (x) is C 1.
The difficult part is to deal with the map Q2(x) which has no nice
asymptotic expansion. It is clear that a rigorous proof of the bifurcation
diagram requires further study.
We have two codimension 2 cases under the generic conditions
;1(0)<&2 and ;1(0)>&2. The case ;1(0)=&2 corresponds to a higher
codimension bifurcation. The bifurcation diagram consists of the curve
;0=0 which corresponds to the appearance of a fixed point of period 1 for
Q(x) in the region ;0>0, a curve of period doubling which corresponds to
a fixed point x at which Q$(x)=&1 and a curve of double homoclinic
bifurcation corresponding to Q2(0)=0. We have
Q$(x)=(1&:1) x&:1+;1 . (5.6)
Since typically close to x=0 we have x&:>1 (resp. x&:<1) if x>0 is
small and :1>0 (resp. :1<0), then a point x satisfying Q$(x)=&1
can only occur in the region :1>0 (resp. :1<0) if ;1<&2, (resp.
&2<;1<&1) (Fig. 12). For a better understanding of Fig. 12 we draw
the graphs of Q(x) and Q&1(x) in all regions of the plane. It is clear that
points of period 2 correspond to points where Q(x)=Q&1(x).
6. The Symmetric Case
We consider here the case of a system symmetric with respect to the sad-
dle point at the origin and with a double homoclinic loop. The planar case
of arbitrary codimension has been considered in [19]. We will see that we
get similar conclusions in the non-twisted case. The treatment is very
similar to the treatment of Sections 2 and 4. As before we can bring the
system to normal form in the neighborhood of the saddle. Note that the
normal form is always symmetric, even if we start with a non-symmetric
system. Here we have the possibility of ``large'' (resp. pairs of ``small'' peri-
odic solutions) in the neighborhood of the homoclinic loop. Large periodic
solutions wind around the two homoclinic loops, while with pairs of small
periodic solutions, each solution winds around one homoclinic loop. The
large periodic solution is symmetric with respect to the origin, while the
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small periodic solutions are symmetric images one of the other. We
calculate the return map as a composition of the transition map near the
saddle and the regular transition along the loop. We start with the sections
\1 =[ y=\1]. The image of 
\
1 by the Dulac map 2 is contained in
\2 =[x=\1]. For small periodic solutions we look at periodic points of
P=R+ b 2, where R+ is the transition map on the side x>0, while
for large periodic solutions we look at periodic points of R+ b 2& b R& b 2
(Fig. 2). Using the symmetry this is the same as looking for periodic points
of P2. In the non-twisted case, fixed points of P2 correspond to fixed points
of P.
The main difference in the calculation of 2 comes from the fact that
points (x0 , z0) with positive (resp. negative) x0 go to +2 (resp. 
&
2 ). The
time t to go from 1 to \2 is t=&log |x0 |, yielding
21(x0 , z0)= :
i1
gi (&log |x0 | ) xi0
=x0+ :
K
i=1
:i[xi0|( |x0 | )+ } } } ]x 0+9K (x0) (6.1)
and
22(x0 , z0)=z1=z0 e+ log |x0|(1+1 j i cijx
i
0
|( |x0| )
j )=z0 |x0 | + (1+K(x0)). (6.2)
If R( y1 , z1) is the transition map along the right part of the loop, then
S(x0 , z0)=R&1(x0 , z0) is given as in (2.18).
6.1. Non-twisted Case
In that case we only have periodic solutions of period one. They are
given as solutions of 2(x0 , z0)=S(x0 , z0). Solutions with x0<0 (resp.
x0>0) correspond to large (resp. pairs of small) periodic solutions. These
are obtained by solving the equations 22(x0 , z0)=S2(x0 , z0) for z0 by the
implicit function theorem and replacing into the equation 21(x0 , z0)=
S1(x0 , z0), yielding that periodic solutions are solutions of V=(x0)=0, with
V=(x0)=$0(=)+ :
1i+jK, 0li
$ij l(=) xi0 |x0 |
j+ |( |x0 | l )+8K (x0 , =). (6.3)
As in Section 4 we have the total order (4.1) for the monomials, yielding
a total order for the $ coefficients. Let ['\0 (=), ...,] be the ordered coef-
ficients of V=(\x0), and '\k (0) be the first nonzero '
\
i (0). Note that '
+
i (=)
and '&i (=) differ at most by the sign. As in [19] we get that the maximum
number of positive (resp. negative) zeros of V=(x) is given by the maximum
number of sign changes in the sequence ['+0 , ..., '
+
k ] (resp. ['
&
0 , ..., '
&
k ].
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Fig. 13. Codimension 2 bifurcation diagram of a figure eight loop in a symmetric system.
The labels for the bifurcation curves are the same as in Fig. 1. The couples (iS , iL) represent
the number of periodic orbits in each open region: iL (resp. iS ) is the number of large (resp.
pairs of ``small'') periodic orbits.
Since the monomials form a Tchebychev system the bifurcation diagram
is well known. It is the superposition of the bifurcation diagram of the
positive zeros of V=(x) with the bifurcation diagram for the positive zeros
of V=(&x). In each case the bifurcation diagram is topologically the same
as the bifurcation diagram of the positive small zeros of a polynomial
'0+'1 x+ } } } +'kxk [9].
6.2. Bifurcations of Low Codimension
(i) The codimension 1 case is given by
V=(x)='0+'1 x|( |x| )+o( |x|( |x| )| ), (6.4)
with '0(0)=0 and '1(0){0. We have a large (pair of small) periodic solu-
tion(s) if '0'1>0 (resp. '0 '1<0).
(ii) The codimension 2 case is given by
V=(x)='0+'1 x|( |x| )+'2x+o( |x| ), (6.5)
with '0(0)='1(0)=0 and '2(0){0. The bifurcation diagram is the same as
in the planar case. It is given in Fig. 13. It is a superposition of two bifurca-
tion diagrams as in the left side of Fig. 11. Indeed pairs of ``small'' periodic
solutions are given by positive zeros of
V=(x)='0+'1 x|(x)+'2x+o( |x| ), (6.6)
and ``large'' periodic solutions are given by positive zeros of
V=(x)='0&'1 x|(x)&'2x+o( |x| ). (6.7)
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Let us suppose for instance that '2(0)<0. Then (6.6) (resp. (6.7) has two
solutions for '1>0, '0<0, |'0 |<<|'1 | (resp. '1>0, '0>0, |'0 |<<|'1 | ).
(iii) For the codimension 3 case we have two possibilities depending
whether +>2 or +<2. In the first case we deal with
V=(x)='0+'1x|( |x| )+'2x+'3x2|( |x| )+o( |x2|( |x| )| ), (6.8)
with '0(0)='1(0)='2(0)=0 and '3(0){0. In the second case we deal
with
V=(x)='0+'1 x|( |x| )+'2x+'3 |x| ++o( |x|+), (6.9)
with '0(0)='1(0)='2(0)=0 and '3(0){0. In both cases the bifurcation
diagram is the same as in the planar case, since the term with '3-coefficient
does not change sign when x [ &x. It is given in Fig. 14. Let us discuss
in more details the case +<2. Then pairs of ``small'' periodic solutions are
given by positive zeros of
V=(x)='0+'1x|(x)+'2x+'3 |x| ++o( |x|+), (6.10)
and ``large'' periodic solutions are given by positive zeros of
V=(x)='0&'1x|(x)&'2x+'3 |x| ++o( |x|+). (6.11)
Let us suppose for instance that '3(0)<0. Then (6.10) (resp. (6.11) has
three solutions for '2>0, '1<0, '0>0, |'0 |<<|'1 |<<|'2 | (resp. '2<0,
'1>0, '0>0, |'0 |<<|'1 |<<|'2 | ).
Fig. 14. Codimension 3 bifurcation diagram of a figure eight loop in a symmetric system.
The labels for the bifurcation curves are as in Fig. 1. The couples (IS , IL) have the same
meaning as in Fig. 13.
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Remark. The main difference between the two cases +>2 and +<2 is
that the '3-coefficient is a local coefficient in the first case and a global
coefficient in the second case. When +>2, then '3 can be calculated from
the knowledge of the vector field in the neighborhood of the saddle point
only, while when +<2 '3 depends on the vector field in the neighborhood
of the homoclinic loop. The calculation of '3 for +>2 can be found in the
Appendix.
7. Directions for Further Research
This paper is a first step in the study of ``almost planar'' homoclinic
loops. A number of interesting questions remain to be studied, which we
hope to attack in a near future. Before mentioning some directions for
future research let us first mention that everything we have presented here
for a vector field in R3 with eigenvalues &+<*2=&*1<0 would auto-
matically be valid for a vector field in Rn with negative non principal eigen-
values +i<*2=&*1<0, for i=3, . . .n. We only take +=max[+3 , ..., +n] in
the proof of the existence of the invariant ring. The proof of the existence
of the asymptotic expansion for the return map and for the displacement
map V=(x) is exactly as in Section 2 and 4 and the monomials appearing
in the expansion of V=(x) still form a Tchebychev system.
We now mention the following questions for future research:
(1) Extend the result to homoclinic loops in Rn in the general case
of a saddle point with real eigenvalues and two opposite principal eigen-
values. The case of a unique positive eigenvalue follows from what we have
just written. The case of several positive and negative eigenvalues certainly
deserves more care and the question is open whether our proof can still
work to show the existence of a 2-dimensional invariant ring. If it does
exist then we must look for it in Shilnikov type coordinates. Can we obtain
similar results in a system with some complex nonprincipal eigenvalues?
Another approach suggested by the theses of Homburg [5] and
Stanstede [20] is to take a neighborhood W of the homoclinic loop and
to modify the vector field X= in the neighborhood of W so that W
becomes invariant under the flow of W. This would allow us to show the
existence of an invariant foliation F ss. We could then apply twice the
Theorem 3.5 of [4] to obtain manifolds Wuu, u, s and Wss, u, s, the inter-
section of which would give the invariant two-dimensional ring.
(2) Find an adequate way to treat higher codimension homoclinic
loops in the twisted case. The difficulty is to deal with the map P2 which
does not have anymore a nice asymptotic expansion. An argument of
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Khovansky type may be the right way to solve such problems. Such
arguments have been used in a number of similar problems concerning the
cyclicity of graphics in planar vector fields (see [14]) and [15] for
instance).
(3) It would be interesting to find Melnikov type integral formulas
for the coefficients 'k , k small, which could be handled numerically,
allowing to compute the order of a homoclinic loop bifurcation.
(4) It would be interesting to see if the techniques described here can
be useful for the study of other kinds of homoclinic loop bifurcations in Rn.
8. Appendix
We calculate here the '3 coefficient in the case +>2. This corresponds
to the case where the asymptotic expansion of V=(x) has the form
V=(x)='0+'1 x|(x)+'2x+'3x2|(x)+o(x+). (8.1)
The calculation is done under the hypothesis '1(0)=0, i.e. *1(0)+*2(0)=0.
This local coefficient can be calculated from the 3-jet of the vector field at
the saddle point. It comes from the coefficient d2 in (2.4). It is obtained by
putting the system in normal form. For this we calculate up to second
order the invariant manifold tangent to the (x, y )-plane of the system
x* =x+: eijk xiy jzk
y* =&y+: fijkxiy jzk (8.2)
z* =&+z+: gijk xiy jzk.
The invariant manifold has equation
z=F(x, y)=D20x2+D11xy+D02y2+o( |x, y | 2). (8.3)
We equate z* and Fx x* +Fy y* , both evaluated along (8.3). The equa-
tion for the x2-terms yields
D20=
g200
2++
. (8.4)
Similarly the equation for the xy-terms yields
D11=
g110
+
, (8.5)
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and the equation for the y2&terms:
D02=
g020
+&2
. (8.6)
Hence we can approximate the flow along the invariant manifold. The
first saddle quantity of a saddle point with vanishing divergence of a
system
x* =x+ :
i+j2
aijxiy j
(8.7)
y* =&y+ :
i+j2
bijxiy j,
is given by [10]:
V1*=a21+b12&a20a11+b11 b02 . (8.8)
This yields for our system
V1*=e210+f120+
g200e011
++2
+
g110e101
+
+
g110 f011
+
+
g020e101
+&2
&e200 e110+f110 f020. (8.9)
The '3 coefficient is proportional to V1* with same sign. This is sufficient
for the study of the homoclinic bifurcation.
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